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Xavier's South Asian sensation
JENNIFER DOWNING
Senior News Editor

beginning at 9:30 p.m.
"Midwest Masala is a dance
event. With Midwest Masala, we are
crossing limits. We have a website,
www.midwestmasala.com, we've
been on the Xavier homepage, and
we're putting Xavier on the map
as a school that's embracing diversity," said South Asian Society
president Guarav Marwaha.
Teams are competing from
all over the Midwest: Ohio State
University, University of Michigan, University of Cincinnati, and
Xavier University.
Three judges from the Cincin. natl community will determine a

Students: get ready to add some
spice to your step with MasaJa.
Xav_ier's South Asian Society will
feature their first annual Midwest
Masala on Saturday in Duff Banquet Room of Cintas Center.
The main attraction of the evening will be an intercollegiate
dance competition that synthesizes
Eastern and Western dance styles,
scheduled to commence at 7 p.m. A
full Indian buffet will begin prior to
the show at 5:45 p.m.
The event is expected to end
around 9 p.m. in order to allow
students to attend the Guster concert

winner based on quality, creativity, energy; emotion, costume, and
choreography. The grand prize is
$500, and the runner-up will receive
.
a prize of $250.
Additionally, guest performances from other Midwestern universities include a hip-hop group, an
R&B singer and others.
·
Keyur Parikh, vice president of
South Asian Society, said the name
ofthe event is symbolic ofits theme,
"the fusion of cultures." Masala literally means "spice" in Hindi, but
also signifies a festival:
As· co-choreographer of Xavier's dances (with Dhwani Mehta),
Parikh helped to incorporate that
spice .and energy into the dances.
The music arid dance moves are
reflectively unique and ·energetic
to combine traditional and modem
dance styles.
Xavier's South Asian Society's
_dance team features 15 students
who practice an average of six
hours per week·
"We're all about promoting di-.
versity; you'llsee that members of
our dance team are Caucasian, Filipino and Indian," said Marwaha.
The ·excitement does not stop
when Midwest Masala ends; South
· Asian Society has planned an official after-party at Purgatoiy dance
club in Cincinnati. Shuttles will be
running to the club from Xavier
all night.
"The after-party is going to be
Midwest Masala theme featuring
South Asian fusion music. It's supposed to be the hottest night of the·
year at Purgatory," said Marwaha.

Midwest Masala is distinctly dif.·
ferent from South Asian Society's
last large-scale event, Diwali.
"Diwali was a celebration of
our holiday, and we focused more
on the meaning and spirituality
of the holiday through plays and
skits. Midwest Masala is primarily
a festival," said Marwaha.
South Asian Society fundraisers
and contributions from SGA and
other corporate sponsors helped
off-set costs. The Tamarind Tree
project will receive all proceeds
from the event. The charity is based
in Bangalore, India and helps pro.vide English language classes for
children.

Look for members of South
Asian Society selling tickets inside
Gallagher Student Center or on the
greenspace this week. Th.e price of
a ticket is $10, or $7 with a Guster
ticket. Seven hundred tickets are
available overall, but only a limited amount will be available at
the door.
South Asian Society members
.are incredibly enthusiastic about the
event and hope that' it contributes to
the increasingly diverse climate on
Xavier's campus.

Th~ organizers of the midwest Masala

New senate settles in
IA:

JENNIFER DOWNING
Senior News Editor

Maggie Meyer, Craig Scanlon,
· "I think our biggest strength this
Sarah Thomas and Kristin Ven- year will be such a diverse group of
At 3 p.m. on Monday, 16 newly nekotter.
people who have so many differelected student senators were sworn
Fresh to the board are Ray . ent perspec:tives and are involved
into office for the 2006-07 school O'Brien, Kevin Hoggatt, Krista · in so many different things across
year.
Kutz, Jordan Olinger, Andrew campus," said Meyer.
In a race between 24 students, Smith, Erin Swietlik and Shigeki
"The senior members of the
nine sophomores, five freshmen, Tanabe.
board will have to step it up because
and two juniors were elected.
Around 650.students voted in the there are a lot of fresh senators, but
Four open spots remain. for election, according to Jess Becher, I think it's going to be an awesome
freshmen elections in the fall.
Chair of the Board of Elections.
balance," Meyer said.
.
All returning senators who ran.
Senator Maggie. Meyer, who
The former board's last meeting
were re-elected: Katy Baldwin, placed first in last week's elec tion, included a hot debate in an execuCorey Burton, Jennifer Downing, voiced her enthusiasm about the tive, closed door session about the
Esteban Gamboa, Katie Grant, upcoming year.
Elections Code, a document that
©2006 THE XAVIER
NEWSWIRE
NEWS:
All rights reserved
=

governs election processes and
candidate eligibility.
No disqualifications resulted
from the meeting.
Two candidates were disqualified after the elections, but only
because they did not tum in budget
rep.orts on time.
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Recognizing the
best of the best
Students are being recognized
for academic, athletic and lead-.
ership excellence on April 22.
The day begins at 9 a.m. with the
academic honors convocation
in Cintas Center. The Scholar~
Athlete Award program is held
in the Gallagher Student Center
Theater at 11 :30 a.m. and the
Student Leadership Assembly
is held in the- same location at
at 2 p.m.
The Alpha Sigma Nu induction cer.emony wilf be held in
Cintas Center at 4 p.m ..Mass
in Bellanniri'e Chapel is at 5:30
p.m. followed by a reception and
banquet in Cintas Center at 6:30
p.m. Cost of the banquet is $27.
for adults and $16 for siblings
·and Xavier students. Please reply
by April 7. Contact Diane Alexander at alexanderdm@xavier.
edu for more infonnation.

.National Student
Employment
Xavier, in conjunction with
the National Student Employment Association and the Midwest Association of Student
Employment Administrators,
is celebrating National Student
Employment Week, April 3-7.
National Studerit Employment Week is a time to demonstrate to Xavier's student
employees their importance in
keeping departments, offices
and community serv-ice sites
running smoothl~. . :nti
To help comphment each department's individual celebration, the Center for Career and
Professional Development has
provided Jelly Belly's candy
for every student employee. A
student appreciation reception
is being held in the Gallagher
Student Center Clock Tower
Lounge today from 2-4:30
p.m.

Bringing football
back to Xavier
There will be an informational meeting for anyone interested in playing :XU club
football next fall at 8 p.m. on
Monday in the Student Government Association office on the
seccind floor of Gallagher Student Center. Items discussed
at the meeting will include
uniforms, equipme'nt, competition, coaches and playing expe.rience. Contact Joe Moorman
at moormanjrl@xavier.edu for
more infonnation.

Last chance for
help with taxes
April 12 will be the last day
that the Xavier Accounting Society will be offering tax prepa~ ·
ration assistance. Call x3236 to
make an appointment.

THr= XAVIER
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Searching forjustic't' in 111edia
CANDICE JONES
Contributing Writer

. A crowd of 25 people gathered .
Sunday night for Award~winriing;
journalist Jerry Mitchell as part
of the university's 2005-06 Ethics/Religion & Society (E/RS)
Lecture Series. Mitchell's lecture,
"Searching for Justice,'' discussed
his research and work of seeking
justice for cases dusting the Civil
Rights Movement.
Mitchell began his speech with
ominous words: "Murder is murder. The passage of time does not
change that."
Mitchell spoke of his involvePHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.KELLYSALERNO.COM
ment with such civil-rights crimes
. Award-winning journalist.Jerry Mitchell spoke on his career .as ~n
as the 1963 murder of civil-rights
investigative reporter of civil rights issues at Xavier March 26:
activist Medgar Evers; the 1964
murders of civil rights workers
James Chaney, Michael Schwerner investigative journalism of Jerry ning arid planting.the boinb;in the
and Andrew Goodman, and the 1963 Mitchell lead to the conviction of 16th Street Church.
bombing of the 16th Street Baptist some of those responsible for the
Mitchell, a humble man who
Church in Birmingham, Ala. that .death of the innocent: Ku Klux Klan neither thinks of himself as "cou~
killed eleven-ye.ar old Denise Mc- leaders Byron de la Beckwith for . rageous or heroic,'' as many before
Nair and fourteen-year-old Carole Evers' murder and.Sam Bowers for · have· called. him, replies simply
Robertson,. Cynthia Wesley, and the muraers of the three civil rights that journalists "should be about
Addie Mati Collins.
activists, and Klansman· Bobby .justice."
In all three of t.hese cases, the Frank Clierry for helping in planHe addressed the small crowd,

saying that what needs to. be written· about is the issue of; "justice,
'understaridi11g, and those· kinds of
· things ... We have a tremendous
amount ~f power in the media and
· as journalists, and as a result a carry
a certain responsibility." .
· Mhchell ·noted that while in
Cincinnati he had the opportunity
to visit the National Underground
Railroad Freedom Center.
He emphasized the importance
of such institutions which promote
dialogue and critical thought, .and
lamented that there are not enough
of the sort in existence in this· country. In fact, the Freedom Center reports that a little more than 355,000
visitors have actually experienced
the museum since it's opening in
2004.
As Mitchell stated in his hour
lecture: "I wish I were more optimistic. But we've gotta start working
in this era. It's not something that
can wait. And it takes in ore than one
discussion."
Mitchell's simple aQ.swer .to
what's needed for racial reconcile:
"we'.ve got to start·talking."

Pigging out for a good cause
KELLY SHAW
Contributing Writer

pie didn't come,'' says STYUKA add to their cause of helping the Propo'sals are then considered, and
representative Carol Reid, "but the Tom Geiger Guest House, ·a local
charitY is chosen to receive all of
people\vho <;:alTie were.happy." In charity.
STYUKA's yearly earnings.
addition to a buffet of off-campus
The Guest House is an organiza"This year we' II give about
food, music and corn-hole were . tion th~t serves homeless women $4,500-$5,000," says Reid.
.
also on the greenspace for students with dis~bllitles ~nd theif' children
"That's down from·. last year's
tci enjoy.. ·
:.;;:·,,
' 'iri the gfeat~t'C:incinri-~th1tea.
donation ofabout $7,00((iJ~t'i'still
Serving 'so niuch meat on a
STYUKA will give their raised think that's really great.;'
Friday in Lent could have been a money to help with the.renovation · . STYuK.Ahasputonmanydifferprobable· reason for ,many Xavier of the ·former Assumptiori Ghurch . ent events this year to raise money,
students to avoid the Pig Out, but Elementary School aQ.d gymna~· including the Near Naked M\le.
·. Due to lack of space to plan any
ST.YUKA advertised the availabil- ·sium,. which will be ·made irito 12
ity 9fLent-friendly dishes;
two-bedroom apartments for the other events, tne Pig Out was the
About half of. the food :c,!id not -women and children.· .
·last event· of.the year, btit students .
include meat products.
Every year. STYUKA. picks a can look forward to another Pig Out
. Despite the lack~ of student different IOCl!l :charity by send~ next year.. ·
support, STYUKA was plea~ed to ing out letters to the· commuriit)i:
·

a

Last Friday STYUKA sponsored
their biannual Pig Out for s~udents.
The dinner, wh,ich included the best
of Cincinnati foods, was not as big
. of a success as it was last semester, •'
but those who did attend got their
fill.
·
Students had their pick from
Buffalo Wild Wings, Roly Poly,
Papa John's, Montgomery Inn, and
Graeters for $5.per. person.
·
As enticing as~the:event seemed,
there was almosta',150 student defi- ··'
cit fi:om-last semester's Pig Out.
"We don't knowwhy more peo-

.POLICE NOT.ES
March 21, l :00 p.in.:~<
March 24; 8:25 a;m; - .
An employee reported· that a Campus Police and Residence Life
vending machine had· been bro- · investigated a report of criminal
ken into on the third.floor of Alter mischief in.the basement and third
Hall.
floor of Brockman HalL

March.31, 5:48'p.m. An employee reported seeing a
suspicious ·subject on the second
floor of Schott Hall~ who matched
the description of a theft suspect.
The subject was gone w.hen Cam-·

[ff~f~~¥~~:~2~~~~ ·~!~;~~:~~f1n~:~ ~:.~;~: .,),iffJJl~~lil!I:~ i~

March 23, 12:35 a.m. A student reported receiving obscene threatening messages on
Face book.com.

area by a co~worker.

March 23, 11 :45 a.m. Campus Police_ and Cincinnati
Fire responded to a fire alarm
in the Commons. The cause of
the alann was food burning in a
fourth floor kitchen.

dent to University Hospital.

~~;~~~~!.~~~!. ~:~.~: :~::!~~~:.:r:~~~~;~; :;:~':. :~r~~t~11~~1~~~j;11~~i ·
.

.

man Hall.- .

a

. bet on a basketball game. One stu- . decige intoxication· after being
dei:it.was cited for kicking in a car· observed hitting:a.student in'the
··window:: ·
. face ':with;brass kriuckles. Sub-

a

o•

'

h

·' ' · • · ,, •

: ~~~~~~k~Jili~:tl~~~~~e•;arre~i~~:·i
1

March 23, 12:00 p.m. March 29, 6:08 p.m. ~
An employee reported the.theft of .. A non-student soliciting money
April 2;i2:02 a.Di.:::.. .
a p.rojector froi:ll cart in Buenger near the WVXU building had
Hall.
field investigative report issued · Campus' Police and Norwood Po:an;dwas escorted off campus.
lice broke·up·a·large house· party .
March 23, 6:00 p.m. ,,,...
.··on Ivanhoe Avenue. Students were
· . · cited for disorderlyhouse·by NorA juvenile .. was arrested in the .. JVIarch 30, 11:01 p.m: ~
. GaJlagher .'~·tu.dent Center ~fter . An ·o·connor Sports Center mem'" wood Police :and several items
receiving.several.warnings to stay ~~er reported the theft ~of three wet ' were thrown· at p01ice vehfoles:
away frory1 campus. '
suits from-a locker-ro~m.
.
' .
. . ' ......
. . ·••

April 2, 4:40 a.m. Campus Police investigated the
odor of marijuana in a residence
hall. Nothing was found after a
s(;!arch was conducted,
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···.FoPme.r.preSidenf·.of•ECU8:dor· reflects
on d~ih6~14~Cy;a:lld globalization
.

.

.

.

.

state: in. Paraguay,_ Ee-. huaci explained~is that attempting . growing bec_ause you are not doing ·our future in our own t~rms," said
·.uador, Peru, Argentfoa, to fix th~ ·econ~my by balancing the right things," said Mahuad.
Mahuad.
"They give you 120 conditions
The former president spoke
Bolivia,Venezuela.
the budget and paying external
He commented on de bf tends to hurt the people · to follow, and you sign. the paper candidly about problems within
and you are always in debt."
his own country, helpful in an age
the number of coups, more ..
When asked why the ousting of where· government cover-ups ahd
saying, "if you were a · He expl!lined·thatin 1998 the
, doctor, yo\i would call external debt of Ecuador was 120 presidents and changing of leaders propaganda are commonplace for
doesn't change the overall situation, · Latin America.
·that an epidemic.".·
. . percent of the nation's GDP.
His method of answering quesThough· various rea. IfEcuador had decid_ed to pay 'be gave the analogy that even in a
·sons ,were given. for ·the . nothing to social and civil services, human body, when a grave terminal . tions with more questions was
struggling goverriinent .: all pfoductiori iri Ecuador-for the condition already exists, switching instructive.
There are no easy answers to the
··leadership, Mahuad as- entire year would not have been doctors multiple times will not cure
big questions of globalization, pov:sured the crowd there enough .to pay·"off the external the disease.·
was no clear answer.
debt.
.
The most troubling of his words erty, systemic economie problems,
H~ expl~ined that
Mahuad stated that thira world was a statementabout cyclical and and democratization.
what he· had observed countries "become pariahs in the patterned poverty: "what we have
When questioned on hi~ position
·was apattern of events.
intern"ational ·market,'' making been living in [in Latin America] of the immigration problem that
·"A
·pre·. sident
is se - .them unable to compete.in capital- is not an isolated case, it is a pat- is seemingly spHtting the nation
-...
PHOTO COURESTY OF WWWAMERICAN.COM
.
··
.
he offered this imagery: "You are
. Jamil Mahua~ ~erved'.~ as~ the· presidenf
l~cted and the popul~- ist system, "or sustafu themselves tern."
He explained the frustrating a magnet. How can you stop the
Ecuador from 19g8.;200
t10n puts.a lpt of hope m without accruing international
·
·
· ·
· them. Then they become debt.
·
·
·
images conveyed to Latin America lights that attract the butterflies?
··
diserichanted, and the
As tlie population goes up, from developed countries that fail . The only way is to make as many
CANDICE JONES
· · · people .feel betrayed:" · ~
the poverty also ·increases, as the to understand thejrcultural.reality: lights as there are butterflies."
. Coniribu.ting Writer
.· •. IIi the lecture, Mahuadexplained GDP steadily remains at its cur- images of what Latin Americans
could become penetrate the media,
Jamil Mahuad, presi.clent-ofEc-·' the fack of options··for leaders to rent rate.
uador from August 1998 to January m~e change in their countries.
The· iriternatioµal frames for merchandise, music, etc.
"They say the sky is the limit,
2000, g-ave a compelling lec~ure . He explained two .option_s: debt relief (such as the World ·
Monday nightab!l~t_the issu:e of de- "choose betWeen external debtand Bank or th~ Internatio.nal Monetary and 'just do it/ and.thatis not realmocracy in an era of gioballzation. social° debt.". .
Fund) give no room for change. - ity for Latin America. We need
In2000 a coup ended his politi:::
.· · ·Meaning, raise taxes, raise pric"They tell you that you are not to· figure out· how we would like
cal career and Mahuad turned to the es of utilities and. ser\rices, and cut ..
world of academia instead of exile, subsidies, or do the opposite.
following his ousting.·.
. Mahuad' made .the transition
He spoke of'. his own· Jesuit fr~in looking at politics from a
·education ·in Ecuador and asked the law perspective to regarding it in a
. crowd questions:"VVbi~h bad no easy .soc;iologiCa~ p_er~pective.
,. . an:sweis . ~ . .',:..·, '.~ : , .. •
.· .
.
,Tiler~ is a .cyc~e. tb~t. exists i1_1 .
Mahuad 'explained the situation Latin American politics: people
of presidents in :Latin. America: · give power to authorify, and in tilrn · .
six leaders have been prematurely the authority provides services to
ousted from office in as many years, the people. ·
·
. including the democratic heads of
Wha~. tends to happen, as Ma-.

o; .

·

of
·. . ·

H~bitat for. ilumanify works.

for Hurric~ne Katrina
CHAD FRAZIER
. Asst. Campus Nev.is Editor ·
While many of us have forgotten ab~ut th~ tremendo-q~ damage
caused by Hurricane Katrina; those
in Xavier University's Habit~t for
Humanity have just began working toward a solution for those left
decimated in: Katrina's wake.
..
XU's Habitat for humanity got
down and dirty .for the cause on
April I. From l .-5 p.m. Xavier
students and· faculty helped con- .
s truct approXimately twenty . . . .•. ·.. · -..

house franie.S. for
areas in the Gulf

f

~·

;i~~~! ~~~~e~e~; ·-.-~

· .

After the frames were built
they were· shipped to .the Gulf
Coast region where they are· to
be completed by Habitat for Humariity volunteers in the region.
The houses will then be given to
families who los.t their homes in
the devastating 'storm;
'~Rather than simply sending
money,· we· are· helping· to· bring
bop~ back to an area one nail, one
house; one friendship, one family
at a time," Xavier Habitat presi· · dent"Ryan .Ful· .•.·...... ·"' .· len~airip said.
Xavier's Hab- ·
. C •: · .~ itat chapter was

•I);,
' . ·- •· .

·:~f ~i:~:dt~:ni;:;;

: .
•
Katrma. The event ·· ~ .. · •
.. .
· . ~rv . ·_ ._ _have worked with
was co-hosted
··•· "'4 IJ&,~ ~ ._.·. ··,,;~~~~ , .. local Habitat
by the Eastsicie
.·
· dmgHo91'; . • · .
chapters to build
Christian Church,
numerous-.homes
on Montclair Boulevard in Milford. and ha\'.e. built six student-sponThe church provided Habitat for sored homes w_ith the most recent
Humanity with their parking_ lot house still under construction in
as a space forthe club to build·the West College Hill. This house is
house frames.
~o be donated to a mo~her and her
The build.also had partidpants .. _ wheelchair-bound son;
from Help Build Hope; Cross
· Ifyoilareinterestedinmaking
Roads Mission and local Habitat a difference in poverty housing,
for Humanity Chapters with· all information _about Xavier's Habi.;,
groups bringing in volunteers to tat for Humanity is available via
complete the ambitious construe'- email at xavierhabitat@yahoo.
tion.
com.

1942 Hooklns
$1200 fmo ·
4 bed, 2 bath·

Visit

4216 Bell
$1200 I mo
4 bed, 2 bath

KeppyLLC.com for more pies & infol·

You get the whole house (these aren't apartments)
.·Located within 1,m•le from campus.
Free on-site laundry (no cofn.;.ops herel)
Call 513.-236-06$41. .E-mall KeppyLLC@gmall.com

·
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proutf{y_.- resents your 20Qp-200 Z:~t1lt:feitt ·SenateI

* Motion to allocate Las. hundra Dixon $400 to
pay for her' conference
fees.
*Motion to_ replace the
Elections Code dated1/9/06 with the· revisions ·
made on the new Elec- tions Code dated 4./3/06.

fiwm ~t .Mmufug,'6 tmetinfJ:
*.SAC appointments were
approved··_

*Maggie Meyer was elected Senate Coordinator

Cong'ratulations--to the· ..
Newly~Electe4 Senat~
-

·~.-. .
. .
. .
- .
·-·...-. '.
.

.

. . . .

:

Senate meets Mondays at 3PM in GSC 214.

All are welcome. . .

'

SAC meets Wednesdays at 3PM in GSC 214. ·

All are wel~ome ...--·

.guster.···
1~\~:i1

.

.-

' : .

·: •. _.•.,i!J,. . .:., - ·- - .- ....

. .Katy Baldwin ..· · ·•
Corey Burton
Jennifer Downing_
Esteban
. . . Gamboa
·Katie Grant
·Kevin Boggott
.Krista Kutz ··
Maggie Meyer

.

.~~~

·. i;This Saturday I
' April 8th · . · ·
9:00pm
, Cintas Center

RayO'B~ien

Jordan .Olinger
Craig Scanlon
Andrew.Smith.
· Edn Swietlik ·
Shigeki Tanabe
Sara Thomas
Iuistin Vennekotter ·

Ales~ancira. (Ali)lVJ:irol~ Jacquelin~'Balu~r · .,.
· Alyssa ·Deutsch·
Jacquelyn Taylor
Amy Westhiemer
Janice Lueken .
Ashl~y Parrott
·Jas~in Watson-El ·.
Benjamin
Hewett'
·tt· Joseph Welling
.
. . .
.
. Brandi Pruett
. · Kailin Borton
. Bridget: Corcoran·.
· . · Kari Buske .
Brittany Schilling
Mary (Molly) Fox
' Cate. Guentter · .
Michael Todd
ChristiaJ;l Sese .
Shannon Duffy
Elizabeth Bolland
· . Shauda.e Jones
. Gina .Lieser
. Sheran Oradu·
Gina Mittenzwei
~

··Shuttle Service

Need a ride· to the Dayton.
or Cincinn·ati Airports for·
· Easter Break?

'Tix $15.

·Let Heidi.Know!.··

~a°n°de··

Send an enia.il to··
mallishj@xavier.edu
Include the Date and Time.

2006

Congratulations to the ·
·· Ne,Vly-Appolnted SACers

April 21

Tic
k~t. sG$.lCO·_
so 1cl1n ~ .-·
.

. . .

. . . ....... - " ........... ... - ......... . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .
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PART-TIME OPPORTUNITIES .
FACS Group, Inc. provides financial,' administrative and credit services
to Federated Department Stores, Inc. A variety of part-time schedules
are currently available for enthusiastic, service-orient.ed individuals
with a HS diploma/GED and the flexibility Jo wor.k weekends.

· CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATJVES.
• 9am-5pm
• Gpm - IOpm

CREDIT ANALYSTS
. • lpm-7pm

Open Interviews
Wednesday, April 5th
Thursday, April Gth
Friday, April 7th

!Oam - 2pm & 5pm-7prn
!Oam - 2pm
!Oam - 2pm

9111 Duke Blvd., Mason, OH 45040
Please visit www.facsgroup.com to complete the online profile before
attending. Plan to spend at least 2-3 hours with us during the open
'
interviews.
FACS offers $10.00 - $12.50/hr (based on directly related experience) and an excellent benefits package, including a 20% Macy's
discount, tuition reimbursement and much more.

FdQ~l!!"!!J!ll1L~c.
a mhltldlary qf}NkraW fh>par~nl SIOIY'A, ~nc.

Apply oriline at:
www.facsgroup.com
Equal Opportunity For All

Legal???? 's, Call ...

MICHAEL L. TRANTER
AttorneyAtLaw-XU '97
830 Main St., Ste 806
Cincinnati, OH 45202

(513) 621-9204
Free Initial Telephone Consultation
Criminal Law, DUI, Misdemeanors,
Landlord-Tenant, General Practice

· $$Reasonable Fees $$
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Rit:k M. s·ingel, D.D.S.
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2752 Erie Avenue, Suite 9 HYDE ·PARK SQUARE--··
5t3-a1i-4200
rmsdds52@fuse.net ·

Oxford Apartments
10Q5~07 Dana·A.ve.

I
I

G•ti

....
*Free Heat & Water
. * Walk to Campus
* Cable/Dial Hook-up
* Air"'.'Conditioning
*Parking
_,.

:

I
l
I
I Emergency and Routine Dental Care for Xavier I
I
Students, Faculty and Staff...
I
I
A member of the XU Fam11y...
.
I·

--------------·

. . . .-.-.-_. -,_~~~~~~~~~~~~_J

r------------------------------~=======~~-

Now Leasing
$355 and up
http://www.apartmentsincinti.com
Managers: Art 513-961-3786
Office: 513-474-5093

I Meo+---------.----1

!URGENT!
l
I

CARE

I

$10 I
OFF*:

Board-cettilfed physicians offet quick
_
treatment of minor lnfurles and lllftesses.
• Work Related Injuries
• Drug Screening
•Sport/School Physicals
• Minor Cuts and Burns
• Sore Throats/Coughs

•
•
•
•
•

I
Illnesses
II
Earaches
Diagnostic T~sting I
X-Rays
I
Flu Shots•
~I

Walk In Service • No Appointment Necessary
Open 7 Days a Week
9549 Montgomery Road • 513-489-3737
www.medplusurgentcare.com

.
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.

I
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IN THE HEART OF MONTGOMERY
I
-~f!!_~~~~.u~~sh_!ts2!.~~~~L-)

60 AHEAD,• lNHALE.·.
.

{l

.

WHEN YOU'RE REALLY HUNGRY.
WASSON@ PAXTON
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email: newswire-oped@xavier.edu

EDITORIAL

Play ba.11••• carefully
One year ago f}t this time, the Spalding blush.
New,swire publicly chastised you,
Anyone brave enough to spend
the Xavier student body, and de- time outside oh this day surely exmanded that the University revoke perienced a lump-in-your-throat un.one of the most closely guarded easiness, praying that the· intended
liberties that today's college stu- receiver of a long toss caught the
dents hold (aside from the un- ballbeforeitleftanimprintofstitch
alienable 24 hours of
marks in your cheek.
Gallagher): the right
But fear no more,
to bear (and throw and
the Newswire has a socatch) balls.
lution.
While we caught
In order to protect
a lot of heat for our
. everyone from sport
controversial stance,
incompetence-induced
we continue to stand
injury, all students must
by our position that
first prove their pitching
the vast majority of P~OTOCOURTESYOFOXFORDEAGLE.COM and catching proficiency ;
Xavier students, somewhere in the by completing a tossing tes.t as j
ballpark of93.7 percent, are simply administered by the Rec Sports !
not qualified to toss baseballs, foot- department.
!
balls, frisbees, or any othernon-nerf
Students will then receive a T- i
projectile from distances greater shirt indicating that they have been
than three meters.
officially authorized for athletic
The same is true of the Reds' greenspace participation, and can
starting rotation, but we're picking be trusted with the safety of fellow
our battles wisely here.
classmates.
1
Whether it's due to a breakdown
We're sure that this new proin elementary physical education or cedure will ruffle some feathers !
an overabundance of PPP majors, around campus, as the cries of"We I
Xavier students can no longer be pay $30,000 a year to go here, so we
trusted with even the facile activity deserve ... " can already be faintly
·of pitch and catch.
heard before being drowned out by
It's· simply a matter of basic blaring South Asian hip-hop.
I
safety.
But before you start using the !.
How many of you audacious ~ublications House for t~r~et p~ac- I'
Husman-folkorKuhlman-iteshave t1ce (not that you'd hit 1t), Ju·st
walked to your dorm through the remember that we're 1o~king out
combat zone. of cross.fire that is the for your safety.
greenspace on sunny Cincinnati
We at the Newswire strongly feel i
afternoons without even a slight that Xavier would be a better place l
fear of an errant toss? Not many, if its students could walk around I!
On March 24, 78 cadets from
we're guessing.
campus freely without having to Xavier Army ROTC, accompanied
And the sad part of it is, thetrend keep half an eye open for incoming by their dates, family, friends and
is getting worse.
pigskin and cowhide.
honored guests, attended· the 70th
Did anyone take a stroll along
A program such as this is long I annual Military Ball here at Xavier
Greenspace Beach last Thursday?
overdue, and it will ensure for years University.
Seemingly half of Xavier's un- to come that students know the 1
The night recognizes cadets for
dergraduate population occupied type of peace of mind enjoyed by their achievements, and honors
this modest area, apparently having Reds fans seated in the outfield of retiring personnel. However, an atnever seen sunshine before, armed Great American Ball Park (during I tempt was made at this year's ball to
with an artillery of sports equip- the bottom halves of the innings. dampen the course of the night.
ment that would make William anyway).
Four "valiant" individuals poCopyright 2006
Circulation 3,000. sitioned themselves outside .the
Editor in Chief & Publisher BRYON LORTON
' entrance to Cintas Center with signs
condemning the actions of the miliManaging Editor DAVE WARFIELD
tary in an attempt to satisfy personal
Business Manager NATHAN WITTMAN
shortcomings in perception, insight
Advertising Manager LENA ABBASSI
and general intelligence.
Advertising Assistant ANN TASSONE
Though misguided and blatantly
Adviser PATRICK LARKIN
disrespectful, I am sorry to say
Campus News Editors
Calendar City
RACHEL PETI;RS
llHIANA HANSEN
that thefr thoughtless· actions only
CHAil FRAZ!Ell
Distribution Manager
strengthened us.
Sports Editors
JOSH BOBINGER
There is a very clear and distinct
Copy Editors
llRIAN BOWSHER
difference
in supporting your troops
DIANA BARRAN
MARY BETH BENNETT
and supportjng a war.
Senior News Editors
ANNE SAWYER
To clarify any confusion, the
GRACE NORTHERN
ANN TASSONE
Advertising Sales
JENNIFER DOWNING
President of the United States and
Opinions and Editorials
SPEEDY GONZALES
Congre!Ss alone has the power to
l'OGHORN LEGHORN
NATHAN WnTMAX
declare war, not the Army.
Contributing Writers
MAlTHEW REILAND
It has become evident as of that
CANDICE JONES
Diversions Editor
night that there are some who lack
RYAN KILBANE
ANDllEW CRAGO .
the capacity to understand that difl.INDSAY SLOCUMB
RYAN NEMETH
KELLY SHAW
ference.
I would ask these "protesters"
On the Web: http://www.xavier.edu/newswire
whether they support the men arid
statements and opinions of a columnist do not nec71ie Xavier Newswire is published weekly
women who· sacrificed during the
essarily reHect those of editors or general staff.
throughout the school year, except during vaca·
war
that won our, nation's indepenSubscription rates are $30 per year or $15 per
tion and final exams, by the students of Xavier
University, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH
semester within the USA and are prorated.
dence, or perhaps the Givil War
Subscription inquiries should be directed lo
45207-2129.
·which led to the end of slavery.
The staff editorial is written by a different staff
Bryon Lorton, 513·745-3607.
· Advertising inquiries should be directed lo
member each week and does nol necessarily reflect
I doubt holding a sign would've
Lena Abbasi, Advertising Manager, 513-745-3561.
the sentiments of the entire staff. It is also nol the
put
an end to the Holocaust during
One copy of the Xavier New.11vin!, disJibuted
sole responsibility of the Opinions and Editorials
on campus, is free per person per week. Additional
editor to write it.
·
World War II, but then again, I am
copies are 25 cents.
.
The statements and opinions of tile Xut•ier
no expert.
Xavier University is an academic community
NCMwirc are not necessarily those or the student ·
committed lo equal opportunity for all persons.
body, faculty or, administration of Xavier. The
Just as one's skin color does not
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Support our tro~ps
determine personal value or worth,
donning green fatigues does not in~
dicate personal or political views.
What does wearing a uniform
issued by the United States Army
·mean to me?
Well, I was never asked. For.
some reason, I don't think these
"protesters" had ever intended to
ask.
·
It seems as if their pathetic attempt to make a stand was fueled
more by a desperate hope to spread
a political ideology and pacifistic
values than to honor fallen soldiers.
As they stood behin·d signs
covered with juvenile phrases,
thousands of soldiers continued to
sweat,. bleed, and sacrifice, in order
to pre.serve their right to do so.
While these individuals were
quick to protest the military, they
neglected to consider that it has
protected, our great country for
230 years. Ifyou are so disgusted
by .the actions of our country, then
by all means, I'll gladly buy you a
plane ticket.
The uniform, to me, embodi'es
the ideals and values from which
this very nation was founded. It
represents the seven Army Values
of loyalty,.duty, respect, selfless
service, honor, integrity· and personal courage.
As the Soldier's Creed clearly
states, "I am a guardian of freedom
and the American way of life."
For these individuals to make
an attempt at explaiping to me
why I wear this uniform and what
it means to me without having any
military background is puzzling, to

say the least.
Since you so eag!!rly assumed
that I needed your input, I'd like to
do ·you the same justice: get a job
and start making a contribution to
society instead of disgracing it.
If you wanted to dialogue, all
you had to do was ask. You could
have promoted an open discussion
where both sides of this issue were
equally represented and respected.
Instead, you attempted to ruin a
night honoring the achievements of
cadets and retiring military personnel with over 20 dedicated years of
service under their belts whom you
have' never met.
A simple "thank you" to those
who have and continue to bear
the burdens you are too cowardly
to partake yourselves, and lest
we forget those who have paid
the ultimate sacrifice, would have
sufficed.
I do not speak for Xavier ROTC
or for the United States Army, but
on my own accord. Hear niy words
as they are; I will not give you the
pleasure of partaking in some childish game in order to satisfy your·
insecure and uncertain minos.
I acknowledge your right to
employ the First Amendment and
encourage you to do so, but do
not dishonor the men and women ·
who have provided .that right and
· continue to protect it today.
· All A~ericans should support
those who·are willing to stand up
and make the ultimate sacrifice.
Support those who defend you;
that is all I ask.
-Sean Kennedy
Class of '06
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First A·mendmen·t? Overrated!
".l.r

Hello, readers. Are you tired of
making choices? Decisions about
life and God weighing you down?
Me, too.
You know why? The First
Amendment.
That's right, a 45-word sentence
is keeping you down my friend.
Fight the man? No sir, fight the
men-our ·forefathers.
Today's government has the
right idea: fewer choices for the
people.
Now, I ·realize you're saying
to yourself, "You silly moose, the
First Amendment is what makes
Americ~ the greatest nation on the
planet!"
Wrong on every level possible.
First of all, everyone· knows that
Djibouti is the greatest country on
the planet, fot the simple fact that
it's name has more silent letters
than Brandon Rice's total minutes
off the bench.
And se~ondly, the First Amendment is a conspiracy. That's right,
it's all a ploy. Those crazy 'founders' wanted this country to fail.
Franklin was like, "Lets experimen~ and give the people choices
and 'rights'!" and then Hamilton
was like, "Yeah! That'll teach them
to want a strong and effective central government!"
Meanwhile, that hack Jefferson
was napping in the corner while
Washington was somewhere getting
his picture taken.
And so it came to be, a republic
of the people, for the people, by
those fiendish old men in wigs!
Not convinced, eh? Okay, lets go
through this point by point.
Freedom of ·religion: Do you
know how much easier it would

,;·,

The article "Saints or charlatans?" in the March 22 issue of the
Newswire verbally assaulttid two
of the most life-oriented people
in history, so after considering its
implications, I feel the article is
worth responding to.
· If the basis of the article's argumen ts comes down to birth control,
then I only have this to respond:
Xavier is a Catholic institution, and
as such, we are supposed to follow
and support the Catholic Church..
The answer, then, is not safe sex,
but rather, no sex until marriage.
Now, not everyone agrees with that,
but at least consider that the Church
has been around a lot longer than
we have, and its decisions have not
been made lightly.
I've always been bothered by
people thinking that the Church ·dietates rules from a.place far-removed
from the "real world."
Pope John Paul II, who traveled
more than any pope in history, did
not sit on a high-throne legislating
idealistic mandates~ If we reiillY
look at the heart of the. Church's

be· if someone just told
what. Take it from me,
me which god is real and
being told what to say
which one isn't?
rules.
ThereareSOmanyof
Freedom of the
them these days I don'.t
press: I love the govern-'
even know what is going
ment. I would never say
anything bad about it.
on or where I'm going
if I die.
Moreover, I love Xavier
Am I going to Heaven
University." Neither are
or Valhalla or Nirvana
ever wrong, ·nor can
or am I going to come
they do harm. Enough
back as a chinchilla in a
said.
rainforest being chased
The Right to assemby a puma?
ble: Okay, Marco Polo,.
If everyone was just --···-· ... -·····--·· .............................-.....-.......... ~-~-<?!<::1. ~<:>.IJ.:~!".:i.~..c:>f..~.P.~~:()3~. where do you think
one religion we would all get
Sure it's nice to be able to throw you're going? Nowhere.
along, but nooooo ... America wants out a catcall every now and then to
So why do you need to be able
choices.
..
the drunks stumbling b'ack from to?
Exactly. You wanna know where
· Do you think people in Iran are Dana's, but in the long run, I would
worried about their religion? No, rather be afraid of my government you 're going? To class, and then to
because someone tells them when punishing me.
·
sleep. And maybe, if you graduate,
to a job.
to pray and. who to pray to, and
I promise it is for the best.
if they don't someone cuts their
Serving hard time in LeavenThat's it. What on earth compels
·
worth is en01Jgh of a deterrent !O you to 'travel' and 'e?Cplore'?
head off.
The simplicity is beautiful! We keep me from yelling obscenities to
I guarantee that the grass in Ohio
wouldn't have to take nine theology Republicans (even if they deserve looks the smpe as the grass on the
credits either, people.
it). However, a little positive rein- White House lawn, where you plan
to express your opinions about the
Let that thought fester a little. forcement can go a long way.
Islam, Hinduism, Catholicism,
Maybe if President Bush heard government's inability to function
Protestantism, and Judaism: too some people yell, "Way to go, effectively.
many. If you're wondering why I Georgie!" instead of, "You're a
Nothing good will come of that.
don't count Buddhism, it's because . worse president than Garfield!" he If you have some weird fetish for
it's not a real religion.
would try a little harder:
teargas and rubber bullets, then I
If you· ask me, we should all
Aiso, what about those .hard suppose I could see where you're
worship Frisbeeism.
questions about the economy and coming from, but recent poils show
That's right, Frisbeeism. Life is crap that people ask at presidential that NO ONE DOES.
Demonstrate this, picket that.
just a big dizzy journey, and when debates and whatnot?
you die, you get stuck on the roof.
Forget that. A· Secret Service No one likes hippies, so stop trying
It's that easy.
agent would just whisk them away to be one.
So, in conclusion, Congress (never to be seen again) and we can
Plus, when people feel the urge
should tell me what to believe be- get on to fun stuff like watching to 'assemble' it gets crowded and
John Kerry try-to catch a football.
hot and sweaty, and then people
cause that's way easier.
Honestly people, what do you start to smell and that's just not
Freedom of speech: No thaiiks.
Honestly, I would rather not be al- REALLY have to say, and what's fun.
lowed to blab and rant. It gets me it REALLY going to do?
Furthermore, if I have some
Nothing, and even less, that's 'natural' right to move freely about
in trouble sometimes.

---·-----------·

·-----·--

Mother Teresa & J.P. II:
·good guys after all
teachings, we will surely find a
message based on love.
The Catholic Church does not
encourage us to abstain from birth
control as a way of getting back
at those who choose to have sex
outside of marriage.
In fact, in the encyclical Humanae Vitae, Pope Paul VI predicted
that birth control would lead to
more problems· and a culture of
death.
How prophetic, considering
that not long after, abortion :was
legalized.
I won't try to give a theology
lesson here, but if you do some research, you will find the true meaning behind the Church's teachings
that may trouble you. Though the
Catholic Catechism tells us that the
church itself cannot err in matters of
faith and morality, people can.
As a result, the Church's good
int~ntions are all too often misconstrued and practiced blindly, but I
can speak for myself in saying that
I have chosen my belief in Catholi· · cism .and my belief in a culture of
life with a fuliy dedi~ated mind.
I do not believe what i believe
out of "blind faith"; God gave me
an intellect, and you bet I'm using it..
· John Paul II and Mother Teresa

both advocated a pro-life world-a
world without birth control, the
death penalty, abortion, euthana- .
sia, AIDS, homelessness, poverty
and war.
They had hope for humanity.
Try looking at where Mother Teresa who has the world's blood on her
was coming from when. she said, · hands.
"Abo.rtion is the worst evil."
Friends, I am not trying to recruit
Pro-lifers view the developing you for the pro-life march or even
fetus as a full human, and in fact, convince you that condoms are
the most innocent of the human wrong. I am just trying to show you
race, who must be protected: .
a different side. Mother Teresa and
· With such a view, it is no won- John Paul II wei:e people of love
der she w·ould think the taking of with hearts for humanity. Just like
that most innocent life is the worst you and me, they were not perfect.
evil.
But they were not the Hitlers or
I assure you that Mother Teresa Saddam Husseins of our time. .
did not forget the poor, homeless,
They were advocates for life_:_
and war-stricken among us. Just yours and mine-"-the ·life of the
look at.her life's work.
unborn, the prostitute, the homeYes, she may have· re-used less, the refugee, the lonely, the
needl.es in her hospital (though I'd poor, the sick, and the tax collector
like to ·know the source for that of our time.
information), but just look at the
We a\l have at least one issue
. conditions she had to· work with.
that passionately moves us to take
What would you· do in a third- action.
world country with the bare miniImagine the possibilities if we all
mum amount of supplies and a took the time to understand where
'room of people desperately needing each other is coming from.
whatever you could give th.em? She
As one, we could really achieve
made do with what she had.
a peaceful world for life.
My point is that Mother Teresa
took action to improve life. That,
-Jenny Komos
to me, is not the mark of someone
Class of '08

my country, chances are I'm going
to find myself in dangerous areas,
and with the Second Amendment,
chances are I'm not going to walk
away without a hole in me.
Who needs that? Not me.
I would rather be told: "Now
okay, sonny, you don't want to go
over there; you might find something we don't want you to see."
OKAY! I appreciate the warning, won't happen again. Don't
be curious; it got a cat stuck on
the roof.
The right to petition: No one
uses this. Most people don't know
what it is. I trust the government
with all of its decisions. And since
I don't have any freedoms of speech
or press, I really don't have any
grievances I wish to express. So,
that's all I really have to say about
that.
Now, I hope that maybe you will
be little more skeptical of your so
called "rights" as a citizen.
Oppression is the name of the
game.
Our government has worked
diligently for decades to undue the
repressive institutions established
by our founding fathers.
Nothing in our political system
is as heinous and unjust as the First
Amendment, with the exception of
the Department of Agriculture, but
that's a whole other issue.
You may think that you're enjoying things that no one else in the
world does, but keep this in mind:
Brandon has the right to assemble and they still won't let him
on the court.

a

-Matt Finger
Class of '08
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·NATHAN WITIMAN ·.. :
Op-Ed Editor

Two weeks ago, the Newswire
prirtted a staff editorial entitled
"Basketball jones," which.'expressed student d issatisfacti~n
with the amount ofbasketball court
space available at O'Connor, and
the practice of renting these facilities out to non-student groups.
I recently had the privilege of
discussing these student concerns
with Director of Recreational
Sports, James Ray anci assistant
director Leslie Dulle.
The resulting conversation was
enlightening and I gained a more
complete understanding of the
issues surrounding recreational
sports, the facilities available, and
the decision-making processes that
these responsibilities necessitate.
I feel it is only fair that we provide these hard-working staffmembers with the opportunity to express
their concerns about rec sports, and
dispel some common myths about
the O'Connor Sports Center.
Mr. Ray, a Xavier alum and a
member of the last Xavier football
t.eam before its demise in 1973, has

.
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suffers from, rec,s'.pace deficit
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been directorofthe'recreaticirial . ·/Another.fallacy that was.dis-·'. jJltimat~lyithe problem-wi~h:·: . Weii'; from a recruiting and
sports program her~. for the past pelled was the notion that the.. rec ' the·.f'acilltfos.ahd the ability for our.. student retention standpqfnt, it is
20 years: ·
·
. ·
sports directors had input in this . red:.sp~rts di_tectors to seryice the . a huge·deaL How many of you, on
During his tenure, the number: of. sumnie.r's re-design of O'Connor. : stakeholde1~s~students; ·ah.nnni, your first Xavier. four (you know,
club sports teams has grown .from' (, ~Sure; we all lrnew the university arid:tne community-is tile mere . the one.with the backward-walking
a paltry eightto 22. Among .!:>rher ·spent $1 rriillion m1 t.he renovatipns, · lap~' of space,:
..
· smiley student) were shown around
accomplishments, he also made it but \y}lat ncitmany pfople know is
·To quantify this "lackphpace,'' the O'Connor Sports Center? I
very clear that, from the onset ofhis · that a quarter of that mo_ney, yes, Jam'esrelated ~generally accepted know I wasn't.
employment in' his current position, $250,000 went towards relocating collegiate benchmark for rec reNow, I'm not saying that the
he has been lobbying for increased offices to another structure in order. ational space: 16 square feet per university's policy is to hide the
recreational sports space.
to make more room for student enrolled student. Using that ratio, sports center from prospective stuThroughout our conversation, recreational space...
. which is a sort of"base Hne" num- dents, bu~ it clearly isn't a "point
the main point that James and LesJames was also quick to point . ber, Xavier should have 120,000 of pride."
lie wanted to stress is that their pri- out that, although there were no square feet of usable recreational
While additional classrooms,
orities lie first with the students.
· basketball courts added, the addi- space.
offices and residence halls are vital
However, other responsibilities tion of the aerobics studio upstairs
And how much do we have? to the growth of our university, we
and limitaffons that are beyond their did, in fact, increase the usable 68,000; ..not even 60 percent of what must not forget the importance
control can sometimes make this space for general student use.
we should have.
· of providing ample, moderri, and
more difficult than it may seem.
Before the renovation, the third
Clearly, this space deficit is not . most importantly, hassle-free space ·
For instance, one of the respon- basketball court area was frequently something that can be remedied for the students to exercise, meet
sibilities of the director ofrec sports rented out to Xavier's dance team easily by "more efficient manage- friends and improve their bodies,
is to generate $350,000 in revenue and fencing, among other clubs, and ment of the space;'' and considering along with their minds and spirits.
for the university each year.
therefore unavailable for general · the massive amount of money and
I would like to thank Mr. James
With the limited facilities Xavier students' use.
effort going into the academic quad Ray and Leslie Dulle for taking
We discussed the opening of the project, it is unlikely that Xavier time out of their busy sched1:1les
has, it is easy to see how decisions
to accommodate outside groups Schmidt Memorial Field House to students will see any significant in- to' speak ·with me, and for their
might be made. Still, the schedul- general students, but due to a lack of crease in usable recreational space continued efforts on behalf of the
ing is done with the students in supervision and budget shortcom- any time soon.
students, faculty and alumni to
mind, said Leslie, and the specific ings that would prevent additional
So what? So we're a little short provide the best recreational atmoSaturday we referred to in our staff employees, this, Ray said, is highly· on space for sweaty gym rats. Who sphere they can.
editorial was an anomaly.
unlikely to occur.
cares? .

Phenomenological anomaly
Of all the questions that have to figure out the Dead Koala.
plagued manki.nd since the dawn of
"When the fact of the matter is,
our existence, one concept we still . it's really just a dead koala.
"Nothing more, nothing less.
struggle to grasp is that ofuniversal
superiority.
"It is what it is.
From the tedious embarkment
"You don't judge it, it judges
. on primitive discovery through the you."
conquests of modern science, noReading further into Clemency's
tions of social dominance concern- literary masterpiece, we are posed
ing matters of metaphysics can be with questions of who, if anyone,
speculated so intensely upon until has social dominance over the Dead
all possible scenarios are exhausted Koala:
Quickly all living members of
leading to arguments and'counterarguments forthe existence of such the animal kingdom are dismally
entities or God, Satan, and other dispatched into an abyss of sinister
celestial beings of the like u·ntil our oblivion so bleak that even the
brains literally hurt.
snakes hate it down there., showing
But in attempting to pick away that no living organism has prowess
at the objective facts laid before over the Dead Koala. ·
our eyes, it is important to keep in
So in order to figure out the exmind that such intangible matters tent of its devastating capabilities,
involving quests for self-discovery we must take close our eyes, take a
and o.ur relationships to God are deep breath, take John Clemency's
hand, and enter the state of stupefydaunting to say the least.
Sometimes we ask questions ing bedlam that is the mind of the
Dead Koala.
~hat delve so far into the vastness
of abstract concepts that the mind
The Dead Koala versus Jesus
can become overwhelmed, and we Christ: If Jesus Christ were to fight
must recoil from our taxing critical the Dead Koala, who would win?
One could initially argue that
thoughts and take a more relaxing
approach to our methods. ·
the Jesus Christ we know as MesSimilarly, I believe it to be of siah extraordinaire is a pacifist,
utmost value to any soul's creative and would refuse to fight the Dead
thinking skills to stretch them to Koala.
their maximum potential o.n conThis is a completely valid argucepts a little lighter, even in matters ·ment, and accepted by most as the
of jest:
answer to the question.
It is for this reason I pose to
However, if Jesus were to fight
you a metaphysical anomaly: The the Dead Koala, He would have to
Dead Koala,
find a way to not only defeat, but to
Alt~ough the Dead Koala may outsmart that little bastard.
The only problem with that is:
sound like some sort of cryptic code
name for a superior level of spiri- you can't.
It's already dead.
tual consciousness which exists in
another dimension separate from
To get out of this pickle, Jesus
what our primitive minds conceive would have to revive the Dead
as space (and quite possibly time), Koala and then kill it again.
·However, the end result of this
I can assure you that it is not.
Senior John Clemency, expert melee would once again be renon Dead Koala affairs and author dered useless dµe to the fact that
of the essay, "The Dead Koala Only the Dead Koala ends this galactic
Needs One Tree," explains,. "See, fray in the same condition as it did
.yo_u're making the mistake ofeyiQg .. p~for,e. "?'~.start~~; d~ad ... - .

Given this scenario, Jesus must
yield to the evidence suggesting
that the Dead Koala never in fact
changed physical states, and operationally has not changed at all.
John Clemency expounds upon the subject, "It's .not -~o µiuch that
Jesus couldn't k_ill the Dead Koala, .
it's more that he shouldn't. You
know what I mean?" ·
The Dead Koala versus Satan: If
Satan were to, fight the Dead Koala,
we see a similar plight, but with an
added tyvist of malevolence.
.Once again, Satan would probably have the power to revive the
Dead Koala, but that would put us
in th~ same predicament we just·
faced involving'the influx of life
ultimately not effecting the physical
state of the Dead Koala.
So rather than revive the bead
Koala, Satan must take particular
note in the fact that the Dead Koala
cannot be killed.
It is from here, things get a
bit tricky, as John Clemency explains:
"Well, I mean, you can't kill the
Dead Koala. That's just a given.
But I think Satan would be able to
take possession ofthe Dead.Koala's ·
soul, and somehow imprison him
in Hell for the remainder of eternity. Jesus has a natural inclination.
towards giving life whereas Satan
has a natural inclination of taking it '
away. Therefore, Satan relishes in
the fact the Dead Koala is already
dead, and wins. I know it's sad, but
it's true."
As stated before, it is implicit to
our human conpition to never stop
striving for the. answers to God's
biggest questions, but there are
just some things we're not meant
to understand.
One of these things is the Dead
Koala.
·

-Andy Oare
_. ,qass of'.p6_ "
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RYAN KILBANE
. Junior righthander Dan GrahaJl! ··
Contributing Spo.rtswriter
was solid on the mo1md once again.
A win,is a win. Having lost five Graham pitched six innings, giving
of their last six games, the Xavier up one run on six hits while striking
, men's baseball team will take any- out five; Senior Matt Lucas, who
thing they caffget.
came in during the top ofseventh,
Xavier used a 4-run eighth in- . pitched two strong innings to get .. ·
ning to break a 1-l tie and ~efeat. his second win of the season. .
the Fordham Rams 5-1 on Sunday
The win came after the Muskies
afternoon at.Hayden Field.
dropp~d both games of a do~bleSophomoreRobbie KeUey.start~ header on Saturday to the Rams.
ed off the inning with a base hit to Fordham used a.stout combination.
right ceriter field. After a strike out, of strong pitching and 'timely hit. center fielder Coilin Salzenstein ting to hold the Musketeers 8-3 in ·
walked, and Neil Lindgn~n was hit game one and 4-1 in game two.
.by. a pitch to load the bases. Junior
The losses spoiled .the efforts of
Adam Lipski. promptly cleared freshman Neil Lindgren who hit the
· them on a triple to left center field first two home n~ns of his career.·
. te> break the 1-1 deadlock.
The Muskies will return to the
. Lipski WaS 3-5 On the evening diamond ·today at 3 p.m~ as they
PH010 COURTESY GOXAVIER.COM
and improved his batting average take on the Rockets of Toledo at· . Junil)i' 28 Adam Lipski •. ·
· to .286. .
Hayden Field. ·

The Xavier women's tennis team
recorded its third straight win of
the season on Tuesday afternoon
as the Musketeers cruised to a 61 victory over the University of
Daytbn. Xavier improves to I 0-7
on the season including a 4~ I mark
versus Atlantic IO Conference.opponents.:
Xavier took control of the match
early with a sweep of the three
doubles matches. Senior Kris.ten
· Clary and freshman K~raCourtney
tallied the first win of the afternoon
with an 8-2 win at No. I. At No. 3,
freshman Jeanette Feider and junior
Kate Lohner picked up their fifth
consecutive win as they defeated
PHoTO COURTESY GOXAVIER.COM ·
Mackenzie Hoops and Carrie TriSenior 1B Sean Brewer.
gilio, 8-6. Seniors Sarah Potts and
Emily Tuchscherer completed the
sweep at No. 2 with an 8-6 ·victory
of their own.
Junior Jackie Vilines scored the .
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday·
Saturday
Sunday
first singles win for the Musketeers
.. 10
5
6
7
.
8
. 11
9
as she made quick work at No. 3 en
.. .: . Miami (Ohio)
route to a 6-1, 6-1 win. Courttley
Toledo
George Wa5hington GeorgeWashingtoll' George W~hington
· at Oxford, Ohio.
Hayden
Field
at
Washington,
D.c:
at
Washington,
D.C.
at
Washington,
D.C.
recorded the 20th win of her fresh6p.m.
12p.m.
·3p.m. ·
12p.m.
3p.m.
man season with a 6~ 1, 6-1 victory
at No. 2. Potts sealed the Xavier
Women's Golf: · : Women's Golf:
Men's Golf:
Men's Golf:
win ~ith a straight-set victory at
J: Madison Invitational J.' Madison Invitational St. Mary's Invitational St. Mary's Invitational
No. 6, 6-0, 6-3.
at Hanis9nburg, Penn. at Hanisonburg, Penn. at Pebble Beach, Cal. atP~bble Beach, Cal.
Xavier will return to action
today when the Musketeers travel
to take on Ohio State University
at3 p.m.
687 GRAD,lJATING SJ'~DENTS A.TTE~~tOED.tHIS ,YEAR'S·

· · .S·even .D·ay

SportsC~st.

.
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Beurlein, Womack
set-new marks
Freshman Luke Beuerlein and
sophomore Ben Milroy were both
o.utstanding in the 5000-meter rlin,
placing third and.'seventh, respectively, as the Xavier men's and
women's track teams competed at
the UC Oliver Nikolofflnvitational
on Saturday at Gettler Stadium.
Beuerlein crushed. his own school
record while running 14:53. 71, and
Milroy ran a personal best time by
over IO seconds {lS:0.1.49).
Freshman Clinton Womack
established a school record in the
400-meter run with atime of52.74,
'breaking the p'revious record of
53:39 set in 2005.
In the women's 5000'-meter
run, senior Heathe.r Stafford ran
a personal best time of 18.:30.03,
besting her previous· efforts by over
20 seconds. Sophomore Amanda
Brown ran a season best time of
18:40.06 a)l she continues to work
her way back to full strength following a runner-up finish at the
2005 Atlantic I 0 Conference Cross
Country Championships.
Freshman Becky Clark ran the
third fastest time in school history in the 1500,;meter run with
a time of 4:48.36, Clark's time is
only three seconds off the longest
standing track record at XU with
Jenny Andrassy running a time of
4:45.in 2001.
Xavier will be back in action on
Friday .when the Musket1;:ers travel
to Columbus for day· one of the
two-day All-Ohio Championships
at Ohio State University.

.··

COMMENCEMENT COU"NTDOWN!
SPONSORED BYXAVIER UNIVERSITY NATIONAL ALUr,JINI A$.S()Cl~TION
in collaborati9ri with the SE;NIOR YEAR EXPERIENCE COMMITTJ:!E , ..

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WIN.NERS OF OUR.
RAFFLE PRIZES:.·
National Alumni

Association~·

. iPod 30G White
· iPod Shuffle

. $300.00

.$

10~00.'

"

:Jostens, Inc.

;

$200
$100
$'50
$ 50

.

-Tra,in·Nguyen . ..
Stephanie M.: Bauer

·Matthew Kensrn ·
Princess Hickman
Eliz~beth Williams
Holly Jot:mson

Cash
.. ca~h
Cash
·cash

Office ofthe Registrar
Duplicate Diploma
Official Transcript

.·Annemarie Koehler ,

·$30.00
$ 5.00.'
$. 5.0().',

Rachael Amend
Joseph Gusweiler
$ 5.oo·::::
Amanda. Ranl'ey
$ 5.oo.·
Joseph Ring
$ 5;00 .. • .Andrew· Rust

Senior Board
Sen~or

I•'•

Week Package

$150.00 .·.
~-.

:

Lindsay Morand

DIVERSIONS
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Dysto:pic 'V' is 'A' for 'Awesome'
mask prepared to bri:r;ig the democratic spirit back to a disintegrating
The movie '.'V for Vendetta" ·London.
.
..
Previously ti nidentified, he is
is a visually extravagant film that
stirs a stew of gory viofonce with a about to become the most notorious
political ladle. ·
personality in the city, a shadowy
Political allegory a lid comic- · knight that instigates the people and
book sentimentality hoist thii; film incenses the establishment.
above most of the recent 2006 reEvey (Natalie Portman), a TV
leases. ·Despite the fact that the film station reporter and aspirant actress,
was directed by a first-timer, James is on her way home after curfew
McTeigue, the ·cinematography is when government henchmt:n conoutstanding.
· ..
front her with the aim of rape. "V"
The plot illustrates an Adolf makes a daring rescue and the uberHitler-like character named Adam stylish cinematography ensues.
"V" is framed
Sutler, a totalitarian mler in 2020
for being a terrorLondon who has
ist, which seeins
enacted a fiction~
to be another
alized version of •
attempt to lend
to the film some
the worst civil
liberty constraints
contemporary
a:nd castigations F-"-=-==~~~="-""=""'-"..;;;;:.;.;""-1 allegorical preimagined.
science.
In· a move
The Wahighly evocative ~~@~~~~~~~~@3 chowski BrothofAlexander DuL:rs-th e. men
mas' The Count of Monte Cristo, behind "The Matrix" trilogy-sue- ·
the main character, "V" (Hugo ceed on many levels as screenwrit.·Weaving), appears as a reclusive ers for this film: the v isuals ~re hero masked in a Guy Fawkes outstanding, the plot is urg~n~ and
BRYON LORTON
Editor· in Chief

11

BRIEFS
Andrew Crago, Edito~
' Diversions Desk: 745-2878
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu
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'Assassins'

Big Brother is watching, and so is "V," but he's a good guy.

.

New Releases
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Live Wires
Thilrsday, April 6
Anti-Flag
.@Bogart's

Wednesday, April 5
Clap Your Hands Say Yeah
@ Southgate House .

Saturday, April 8
Maria Taylor
'iilln> Artists' Warehouse
(!1 "R

Friday, April 7
Saves the Day
@Bogart's

benefit of joining the·Army. You can also receive
cash bonuses and money for college. II yciu qualify,
you can receive a $20,000 Enlistment Bonui, $65,000.
College Loan Repayment or.$70,000 from the Army
:jI. College Fund. Flrid out more at GOARMY.COM or
'· 1·800-USA-ARMY.

.. ~:

'·

Where: 1790 S Erie HWY. Ste E
When: Monday -Friday, 9am • Spm.

For additional'.
information call

' 513-863'-0646 .
or visit
GOARMY;COM ·. ·

-

ASK

MR.

The following discs are due for release on .or before April 4 ...
Built to Spill You in Reverse (Warener Bros.) ;.. Clair De Lune
Assisted Living (Deep Elm) ;.. Eagles of Death Metal Death by Sexy
(Downtown) ... Live Songsfivm Black Mountain(Epic)· ... Mint Magnetism (Funzalo) ... Pretty Girls Make Graves Elan Vital (Matador)
... Rihanna A Girl Like Me (Def Jam) .. ; Shonen-Kiiife-Genki Shock
(Ogiio/Glue Factory) ... Imaad Wasif lmpad Wasif(Kill Rock Stars) ...
Wilderness Vessel,Sttites (Jagjaguwar).
.:.All dates are tentative.

Though the film suffers in a few
areas, the overall effect pounds the
viewer with a message: Big Brother
is watching.
Even though real" life does not
supply us with p retematural s uperheroes, that doesn't mean an
average man can not take a stand
against the powers that be, and "V"
sends that message home.

the actors do a proficient job. ·
Nevertheless,· the ·acting .lacks
a sense of emotive grit, especially
with "V." Sure, he's just a man in
a mask, but he doesn't need to act
mumri:lified. Moreover, Natalie
Portman never succeeds at nailing
a convincing British accent, quite .
an integral part of a movie being
held in B.ritain.

BARGAIN

eyeing you. This can mean she's
Dear Mister Bargain,
not supposed to talk either single, or her current relaon your phone while you 're driv- tionship is on the rocks and she's
looking to have a little innocent,
ing, how come
. high~speed fun.
they '"sake cell
· phoife chargers .
- -None of that matters. You don't
know her and she doesn't know
for your car? Eh?
you. You're in the zone. At this
Get it? Ha!. This.
is a s·erious ques:..'
point, rules don't matter.
Feel free to take off your seat- ·
tion, though, and
belt (you don't want her to think .
.·I am going to use.
you're queer). Exceed the speed
.it as an opener jn_
. . .
my forthcoming Mr; Bargain limit. Throw things (CDs, annoystand-up act.
ing passengers) out the window.
Do anything you can to keep her
:.car-driving Margaret
eyes on you.
Dear Car-driving Margaret,
Usually a driver should devote
Goo~ point: safe driving is a
his or her attention to the road. In
challenge in a big city. 0 r any- this case, however, you want to
- whe~e, .fo.r that matter.
divert this gorgeous commuter's
Readers,, no matter where you . attention away from the highway,
live, it's important to follow the and get her .to focus solely on you.
rules oft he road. B elieve me, I That way,· your "chances of pulling
know how tempting it is to use a off at the next exit and getting to
mobile.phone in the cat. Don't do know one another off the road are
significantly increased. Also, if for
it; it's not worth it.
And don.'t thi~ that phones.are some reason your respective vethe only things distracting drivers hicles collide, it!ll be her fault.
these days. I've seen people driving
But, hey, who says a car crash.
while eating, drinking, adjusting has' to be bad news? If you do colthe radio, brushing teeth, combing lide and y 0ur nevi.: "friend" needs
hair, applying make~up; proofread- help fixing a flat (or some medical
. ing, gambling, lying and so on. attention), guess who comes cruisYou name it, smp.eone's doing it ing up like her knight in shining
in a car..
Armor-All? That's right: you.
When your -hands are on a
So, -do have a mobile phone,
steering wheel, your mind should in case an ambulance needs to be
only be on one thmg-the road. called. But, remember: dof!'t call
Most of the time. Driving is just 9-1-1 until you are parked. One
like kriowing who to kill on death violent car wreck at a time, thank
row: There's always so me weird you very much!
exception.
I'll give you an example. ImagDear Mister Bargain,
ine you 're d iiving down the exWho should I ask to the Senior
pressway on the way to work. You Ball - Jenna Koenig or Laura
see a pretty brunette in the lane to Beckner?
your left. She's young, anywhere ·
-Tim '06
from 19-24.
··
·
Dear Tim '06,
It's a ni~e day, so the w4idow is
down and her hair is dancing ill the
Jenna Koenig all the way.
. wind. She has little bit of make-up
on (but not too much) and she starts
.... •.". .. .. . .. ......... ................ .

If you 're

a

--

'~

-

The Xavier Players w:ill perform the Tony Award-winning
musical "Assassins" at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday through Sunday, with a.
2 p.m. matinee on Sunday after~
noon. All shows are in the Gallagher Student Center Theater.
This American musical tells
the story of nine assassins and
would-be· assassins of American
presidents. Tickets are $5 for
students and staff, and $15 for
the general public. Tickets may
.. be purchased at the GSC Theater
Box Office, open Monday through
Friday from 2:30-4:30 p.m., or by
calling 745-3939.

'Midwest Masala'
Tickets are now on sale for
"Midwest M asala;" Saturday's
multicultural intercollegiate dancing competition. Tickets
$10,
and only $7 if you have already
purchased a Guster ticket. Each
ticket buys entrance to the show
and a full Indian dinner, which will
be served at 5:30 p.m. The show
begins at 7 p.m. in Duff Banquet
Hall. Tickets may be purchased in
the Gallagher Student Center. For
more information, contact Sanjeet
Grewal at grewals@xu.edu.

are

Bill Cosby tickets
Tickets are available today for
the Cincinnati stop of comedian
Bill Cosby's nationwide tour on
April 13 in Cintas Center. "A Call
Out with Bill Cosby" is part of
Cosby's effort to bring a message
of empowerment to America's
lower income communities. Students, faculty, and staff may pick
up two free tickets each at the Cintas Center Box Office. For more
information call 585-9872.

Peter Gizzi reading
Award-winning poet Peter
Gizzi will present poetry at 7:30
p.m; today in .Schiff Family
Conference Center. Gizzi is the
author of three highly acclaimed
volumes of poetry and winner of
the Lavan Younger Poet Award
from the Academy of American
Poets. For more information,
contact Norman Finkelstein at
745-2041 or finkel@xavier.edu.
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WE.DNESDAY.
·April 5

April 10

We're back to actual events going on around campus this week.
I'm not sure if you caught it or not
with all the obvious hints, but last
week was an April Fools issue.
This column lacked substance.
There wasn't a big change for
this particular column, but you
probably noticed the "FAKE" symbols in the rest of the paper.
If you didn't notice them because you skip the rest of the paper
and just read this section, come
closer. I'm going to take off the
jousting glove I.always wear and
smack you. Then hug you ... and
never let go.
The glove-smack"-hug-too-long
approach is just how I show my affection. It's weird, I know; but it's
better than my old punch-in-themouth-kick-the-gut-spray-pepper
-spray apprbach.
What can I say? I'm a natural
with the ladies. You can be too
if you go check out "The Dating
Game" in Kelley Auditorium at
7p.m.
· Let me tell you from personal
experience, this is a great event.
Last year when I participated in
"The Dating Game," I was blindly
picked as the winner by a strapping
young man.
We hit it off immediately when
he saw my face and started laughing hysterically. There was never
a quiet moment because he kept re.pea ting, "You've got to be kidding
me, right?" Plus, he showed a very
sensitive side when he began crying and wailing, "Why me; God?
What did I do to deserve this?!"

As is the tradition on Mondays,
· there will be a PEP talk at 1-:30 p.m.
in Gallagher ~tudent Center room
· By Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar, email newswire~calendar@xavier.edu
3 IO. On this particular Monday,
.
.
however, there is· some serious competition for pepping up the Xavier
student population.
April 8
April 6
. Inspirational speaker Matthew
According to my astrology calApparently the fantastic poetry
Kelley will be speaking at 7:30 p.m.
endar and/or my roommate, today
that graced this column last week
in the Cintas Center Banquet Room.
is a great day to get close to tha:t
made an impression. AwardAs much as I I_ove my PEP talks, he
special someone you've had your · puts them to shame .. SHAME!
winning poet Peter Gizzi will be
eye on for awhile. You've got some
speaking for Norman Finkelstein 's
While on the topic of shame,
great options, too.
class and anyone who wants to
be sure check out the greenspace
Candy for me? Of course I'll
You two could go see "Assascome at 10 a.m. in Alter 321.
at 2:15 p.m. If you were there last
get in your truck, stranger!
sins" at 7:30 in the GSC Theater. If
I would go ... but let's be honweek, you already know. If n<_)t,
est. What possible awards 'could
What d'o choreographed song they don't laugh when you say the
you 're in for a surprise.
and dance and shooting high- name, though, it's probably not even
he have won for his poetry that l
haven't already received? I'm not ranking political figures have in worth trying for a relationship.
·Or, you could check out the
impressed.
'common! Why, the musical "AsI am impressed by death- sassins," of course! It will be play- Midwest Masala, an intercollegiate
April 11 . .
Two Men and a Truck will be
turned-funny, however, which is ing again iri the Gallagher Student dance competition, in Cintas Center
on campus on the first floor of the
starting at 7 p.m.
why I'll be attending the opening Center Theater at 7:30 p.m.
· You'll be out in time to see some
G(\llagher Student Center starting ..
"Assassins" should be· a really
of the musical "Assassins" at 7:30
at 11 a.m.
p.m. in the Gallagher Student fantastic show about all the differ- band called Guster play some musiHey, I just write the events. I
Center Theater. I'll be the one ent Presidential assassinations, or cal instruments for some reason.
don't
pretend to know what I'm
with the fake firearm.
attempts to assassinate.
talking
about.
Truth be told, there is no need to
All
I
know is what I've expericontinuously type various forms of
the the word ·~assassins" except for .
enced, and last time I met up with
April 7
April 9
two men and a truck, they were
the fact that it's an awesome word.
Today is the last day to catch offering me delicious candy treats
Assassins.
Today is an X-Perience Day for
them usical "Assassins" in case that I would have taken had I not
In case you can't tell, I'm g~g
high school juniors who are interI've failed to mention anything been yelled at by my mother and
ested in Xavier. Be sure to act like gling uncontrollably because I have
about it.
forcefully taken inside the house as·
the maturity of an eight~year-old. If
you 're enjoying yourself.
"Assassins" will be playing at 2 the men screeched away before I
I suggest for these X-Perience you're laughing too, that mu~t mean
p.m. in the GSC Theater followed could even get any free candy!·
Days that we have a group of stu- you're hanging out with a minor,
by a special feature of the musical
She didn't even have any candy
dents -- the more the merrier -- who and there are strict laws about that,
"Assassins" at 7 :30 p.m. in the same for me inside. To this day, I don't
have a choreographed song and Mr. Jackson.
location.
kno~ why that selfish woman
At 6 p.m. on the greenspace, the
dance to perform on the greenspace
Snissassa!
didn't let me take the treats from
as the prospectives walk by. That annual American Cancer AssociaEven backwards, assassins is a the nice men. I'll never let her live
would have made my own college tion Relay for Life will b~gin.
fantastic word!
it down.
decision much easier.

·sATl.J.RDAY

THlJRSDA¥

TUESDAY

SUNDAY· .

.FRIDAY

For classifieds information, call Ann Tassone at 745-3561 or email her at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

General
Xavier Advocates are available
24 hours to provide confidential
support, information and advocacy to survivors of harassment, sexual assault, relationship violence
and/or stalking. ·Call 872-9259
and ask for a Xavier Advocate.
Everybody's Records and
CDs. Voted the best of the Cincinnati area with the larget selection
of new and used records and CDs.
Specializing in rock, alternative,
hardcore, hip-hop, R&B, punk,
indie, jazz, blues and country.
We carry music, DVDs, poster~,
stickers, buttons and magazines.
61.06 Montgomery Rd. at Ridge.

For Rent
I 015 Dana - large apartments
available for 2006-07! Wireless
internet, secure entry, off-street
parking, laundry, across from
campus!
Two bedroom/$595,
4 bedroom/$1,200, and 6 bedroom/$1,400.
Call 886-3710.
Three bedroom apartment on
Hudson a few blocks from campus.
More than 1,400 square feet, offstreet parking, fre~ laundry, $850
per month plus utilities. Available end of May. Call 617-9249.
WOW! Across from campus.
Wonderful studios; one, two, and
three bedroom fantastic apartments. For ·photos or information; email cincivegan@juno.com.

House for rent at 2233 Cleneay.
Available July 2006, three to four
bedrooms, kitchen and bath, close
to campus, laundry on site, $800/
month.
Call Tim at 769-5240.
House for rent at 3906 Ivanhoe.
Available July 2006, two bedrooms
for $500, four to five bedrooms for
$1,000, six to eight bedrooms. for
$1,600, two kitchens, three bathrooms,
close to campus. Call Tim at 745-0770.
Large one to six bedroom apartments
available. Located on Dana Avenue.
Heat and water paid, hardwood
floors, fireplaces, free off-street parking available, porches, cable/high
speed Internet ready, coin laundry,
various
furnishings
avail. able, quick walk to campus!
Call
673-4946
or
email
kuntzha@gmail.com
Great Norwood apartment available
Jess than one mile from campus. Duplex
that can be rented with 2, 4, 5 or 6 bedrooms. Fully compliant with Norwood
housing codes. New siding, windows,
driveway. · Positive student references
available. Available June 1. Email cknippen@yahoo.com or call 708-5287.
Four, five and seven bedroom houses
still available. All near campus, including one on popular Wayland Avenue. Houses are updated .and spacious, with nice kitchens and baths,
AIC; free laundry and parking. Gre.at
landlord!
Call Matt at 290-9291.

Eight bedroom, three bath, two
kitchen mansion. Newly updated,
.painted (January·2006). Hardwood
floors, dis~washers, g-disposals, 8car off-street parking. Covered porch,
basketball court (February 2006),
motion sensors, $350/person. Heat,
electric included! Available June 1,
2006. Call Scott at (310)383-1122.
Need a place to live for t)1e summer? Sublet starting in May or
June at 1924 Hudson Ave. A furnished bedroom in a newly renovated five bedroom house. Call
322-3570 for more information.

Help Wanted
Receptionist. wanted. Now ·accepting applications for part-time
evening employment. Must be proficient with Microsoft Office prqgrams. Fax resume to 533-5232.
Summer employment - College Pro is now hiring painters
to work outdoors with other students. Earn $3,000 to $5,000. Advancement opportunities! 1-888.277-9787.
www.collegepro.com
Part-time summer child care
needed for a great six-year-old boy
during weekdays in Amberley Village; one or two days a week. Must
have references, own transportation, and enjoy playing sports, rea~- ·
ing, swimming, etc. Call 3 51-9949
or email bethagin@cinci.rr,com ..

Fun and rewarding summer job
opportunities in Cincinnati! Enjoy the outdoors while leading and
teaching children recreational activities as a summer day camp counselor. Weekdays from 9:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. Positions include archery, arts and crafts, maintenance,
male group counselors, swimming
instructors (current lifeguarding required, WSI preferred), team sports
and other activity leaders. Camp
session goes from June 19 to July
28. Pre-camp work available in
May; staff training on two weekends
(5/27 and 6/3). Cincinnati location
·near Winton Woods. Call Camp
Wildbrook at 931-2196 or email
campwildbrook@cinci.rr.com.
.Part-time nanny needed two
days per ·week for two-year-old.
From 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. preferably, but hours and days are negotiable. Salary at least $8/hour.
Call Stephanie at 703-7071.
Babysitters needed for CincinStarts $8/hour.
nati . families.
Work around ·classes.
Must
have experience babysitting and
own transportation.
Apply at
www.TheSitterConnection.com.
Math tutors wanted! Mathnasium is looking for tutor~ at its West
Chester center to work with kids in
grades 2-12. Tutors start at $8/hour. ·
Spring and summer opportunities
are available. Call · 759-MATH.

Summer day camp locat.ed north of
Cincinnati is hiring for certified lifeguards over the age of 21 and camp
counselors. All necessary training
provided. Great hours, excellent
pay and a fun rewarding summer
experience. Call Shay at 623-8241.
Sitters
wanted:
Average
$10 per hour.
Register free
for. jobs near campus or · home.
Visit
· www.student-sitters.com.
Come work with one or Cincinnati's favorite Reds, Tracy· Jones of
Amerigroup· Mortgage! Work part7
time with varying shifts fo fit your
schedule and receive weekly and
monthly bonuses working in our
marketing department. We will provide any necessary training so that
yciu receive valuable industry knowledge of the mortgage business, and
provide you with room for advancement! Start making $12 to $20 an
hour today! Short drive to Kenwood
Towne Center exit off Montgomery
Road. Call Bill or Michelle at 842. 6094 or 842-0115! Start yourself
on the path to a great career now!

To advertise·
here,
cal]
·Ann ·at
745-3561·.
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